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"an industry shaped by law"
—Christopher Beauchamp, 
"The Telephone Patents"

and by business
Western Union

Bell Telephone
AT&T

and by users
"It was the demand for rapid communications 

that created the telecommunications systems, 
not the other way around"

Daniel Headrick



HofI P2P - 

overview

point to point

differing interests

techno-enthusiasms

unintended consequences

~graph to ~phone
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HofI P2P - 

distinguish by use

point to point vs broadcast
post office
telegraph

telephone
radio

invention vs interpretation

national variation
US, UK, Europe
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HofI P2P - 

long-distance interests

politics 
growing empires, growing nations

 business
& growing businesses

common interests

conflicting interests
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Newman & Co, 
1660ff

Dartmouth
Bournmouth
London
Vianna
Porto
Bilbao
Newfoundland
Concepcion
Zanzibar
Madagascar



HofI P2P - 

common dilemma  

too much time, too little news

communication needs
speed

frequency
regularity

messages by sea
irregular: merchant ships

regular: packet boats

6

Packet boats 
from England, 
1720

France, 3
Spain, 2
Flanders, 2
Holland, 2
Ireland, 2



HofI P2P - 

message methods 
carry

foot
horse

carriage
sail

train

send
smoke

flag
light

pigeon
telegraph

telephone7



HofI P2P - 

carry

Rome to Holy Roman Empire
"it took twenty-six days for Caesar to send a 

letter from Britain to his dear friend Cicero in 
Rome"

Franz von Tassis, 1489
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HofI P2P - 

carry
mail coach

speed, roughly 8 mph

train
"the Average speed of the early railways in 

England is 20 to 30 miles an hour, which is 

roughly three times the speed 

previously achieved by by stagecoaches"

—Schivelbusch, "Railroad Space & Railroad Time"

infrastructure issues
distribution systems

9Bury, 'View of Railway across Chat Moss', 1831
Turner, 'Rain, Steam, Speed', 1844
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send
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HofI 09 -- determinism
  

determinism again

"What hath God wrought?"

"at bottom, this invention might 

suffice to make possible the 

establishment of democracy among a 

large population ... no reason why 

it would not be possible for all 

the citizens of France to 

communicate their will ... in such 

a way that this communication might 

be considered instantaneous."

Alexandre Vandermond, 1795
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HofI P2P - 

telegraphic history
La Ligne Paris-Lille 1794

semaphore
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Claude Chappe 
(1763–1805)



HofI P2P - 

national aspiration

1793: "The establishment of the 
telegraph is ... the best response to 
the publicists who think that France 
is too large to form a Republic.  The 
telegraph shortens distances and, in a 

way, brings an immense population 
together at a single point."

—Claude Chappe, 1793
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HofI P2P - 

military aspiration

on land
the Admiralty "six-shutter" telegraph

Portsmouth, Deal, 1796

Great Yarmouth, Plymouth, 1806
from three days to fifteen minutes from Portsmouth to London

abandoned, 1814

 rebuilt as a Chappe "semaphore" telegraph, 
1815

"[B]y the telegraph [man] renders 
himself as it were present in the 
same moment at distant places."

Monthly Review
15
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HofI P2P - 

military aspiration
at sea

1805: "Trafalgar, a "revolutionary 
battle in its effects, owed its nature to 

revolutionary tactics; but those 
tactics ... were chiefly the product of a 
revolution in control, brought about by 

the innovation of Home Popham's 
telegraphic signalling system. ... Nelson 
had at his disposal the means to direct 

his ships wherever he wanted them to go".
William Keegan

Home Popham (1762-1820)
Telegraphic Signals, or Marine Vocabulary, 1800
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HofI P2P - 

beyond line-of-sight

Abbé Nollet's electrical signals
180 Royal Guards

1 km Carthusian monks
"when a Leyden jar was discharged, the white-
robed monks reportedly leapt simultaneously 

into the air"

17

Abbé Nollet
1700–1770



HofI P2P - 

electric telegraph

Samuel Morse (1791-1872)

"If the presence of electricity can be 

made visible in any desired part of the 

circuit, I see no reason why intelligence 

may not be instantaneously 

transmitted by electricity 

to any distance."

1837
Morse, patent

Daguerre, fixed image
18



HofI P2P - 

transatlantic race

Pavel Lvovitch Schilling (1780-1836)

William Cooke (1806-1879)
Charles Wheatstone (1802-1875)

Faraday
Roget

Thomson

GWR telegraph, 1837

19

needle telegraph
patented 1837

Pavel Schilling
1780–1836 "The unwearied invisible messenger,

now employed daily and nightly, by land
and by water, in carrying the dispatches
of commerce and war to every corner of Europe
was first brought into the service of mankind
by an invention for
which the English patent
was granted ... on the 12th of June, 1837."

Cooke, The Telegraph, Was it Invented by Professor 
Wheatstone? 1855



HofI P2P - 

morselization

Vail's code?
"a patient waiter 

is no loser" [1838]

"Morse" code
patented 1840

"International Morse Code, 1851"

20

Alfred Vail
1807–1859



HofI P2P - 

interconnections

Prussia-Austria: 1849

England-France: 1851

New York-Newfoundland: 1856
 

Britain-North America: 1858-1866

21



HofI P2P - 

first movers

Reuters
1849: pigeons & "the last mile"

1851: moves to London
"follow the cable"

Associated Press,  1846
James Gordon Bennet,  New York Herald

James Webb,  Courier & Enquirer
Gerald Hallock,  Journal of Commerce

Horace Greely,  Tribune
Moses Beach,  New York Sun

Eustace Brooks,  New York Express 

22

Paul Reuter
1816–1899



HofI P2P - 

wishing on technology
"May the Atlantic telegraph, under the blessing of 

heaven, prove to be a bond of perpetual peace and 

friendship between the kindred nations, and an 

instrument destined by Divine Providence to diffuse 

religion, liberty, and law throughout the world."  

President Buchanan, 1858

"Tomorrow the hearts of the civilized world will beat 

in a single pulse, and from that time forth 

forevermore the continental divisions of the earth 

will, in a measure, lose those conditions of time and 

distance which now mark their relations. ...  The 

Atlantic has dried up and we become in reality as well 

as wish, one country."23



HofI P2P - 

peace

"It is impossible that old prejudices and 

hostilities should longer exist, while such an 

instrument has been created for the exchange of 
thought between all the nations of the earth".

— Charles Briggs & Augustus Maverick, 

The Story of the Telegraph, 1858

"Steam was the first olive branch offered to us 

by science.  Then came the still more effective 

olive branch—this wonderful electric telegraph, 
which enables any man who happens to be within 

reach of a wire to communicate instantaneously 

with his fellow men all over the world." 
— Ambassador Thornton, 1858
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HofI P2P - 

and moral progress
"facilitating Human Intercourse and producing 

Harmony among Men and Nations ... [I]t may be 

regarded as an important element in Moral Progress" 

Daily Chronicle [Cincinnati] 1847

"the great chain that will bring all civilized nations 

into instantaneous communication ... the most potent 

of all the means of civilization, and the most 

effective in breaking down the barriers of evil 

prejudice and custom" 

Hunt's Merchants' Magazine, 1868

"the hand of progress beckons .... a rivet is loosened 

from the chains of the oppressed"  

Commercial and Financial Chronicle, 1865.
25

"Making a better 
machine cannot make 
men better."

Emile Zola
La Bête Humaine, 

1890



HofI P2P - 

decentralization

"The telegraph being alike open to all puts 

the whole community upon a par, and will thus 

'head off' the most adroit speculators, 

because they will not have the power to 

monopolize intelligence

Public Ledger and Daily Transcript 

(Philadelphia), 1846
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HofI P2P - 

innocent expectations

wishful thinking
peace, emancipation, decentralization

... and unintended consequences

the press & public debate
international cooperation

diplomacy & peace
commerce

love
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public sphere

raising the level of debate
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HofI P2P - 

public sphere

raising the level of debate

28

"a message by electric telegraph might 
desire the landlord of the hotel to set 

a watch upon him,"
—Anthony Trollope, The Warden, 1855

[1843] [1855]



HofI P2P - 

lies like truth

"We regret to perceive the Electric 
Telegraph becoming so very sadly addicted 
to falsehood, that we never know when the 

fluid is speaking the truth... we find it 
telling lies at the rate of hundreds of 

miles in half a second. ...
As we find our contemporaries are in the 

habit of producing immense effect by news 
manufactured expressly for them at the 

offices of the Electric Telegraph, we have 
some idea of establishing a little electric 
telegraph of our own, for the production of 

startling intelligence." 
—Punch, 1848
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HofI P2P - 

openness 

or secrecy?

Crimean War, 1855

"The press and the telegraph are

 enemies we had not taken into account" 

Earl of Clarendon, 
British Foreign Secretary

the road to embeds?
"I counted them out ..."

30

"The steamer and the electric telegraph made the blood of 
England beat quicker in every heart, when our newspapers 

recorded, on the 13th of November, the most sanguinary and 
heroic battle of modern times, fought in the Crimea only a 
week previous.,"—Charles Knight, Knowledge is Power, 1855



HofI P2P - 

decentralization?

land vs sea cables

cable cutting and cable defence

cable neutrality

31

"If information is 
power, whoever 
rules the world's 
telecommunications 
system commands 
the world"
—Peter Hugill



HofI P2P - 

decentralization?

military
Clapping his glass to his sightless eye, 

"You know, Foley," he added, turning to his 

captain, "I've a right to be blind 

sometimes. I really do not see the signal. 

D—n the signal! keep mine for closer action 

flying."

Marconi & the US Navy

Beninger, The Control Revolution, 1986

Yates, Control through Communication, 1989
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HofI P2P - 

decentralization?
commercial

the "second industrial revolution"
Alfred Chandler, Scale & Scope

from family to managerial capitalism 

Harold Innis, The Bias of Communication

a prime example: Western Union
"the first industrial monopoly, swallowed up its 

last two rivals in 1866.  .... [O]nly in the 

United States and Canada did the telegraph remain 

under private control after 1868"

Du Boff, "The Telegraph...Technology & Monopoly", 

1984
33



HofI P2P - 

peace
Bismarck & the Ems telegram

His Majesty [having told Cont Benedetti 

that he was awaiting news from the Prince,] 

has decided [with reference to the above 

demand] not to receive Count Benedetti 

again, but only to let him be informed 

through an aide-de-camp that his Majesty 

[had now received from the Prince 

confirmation of the news which Benedetti had 

already received from Paris and] had 

nothing further to say to the ambassador.

"à Berlin, à Berlin"

34

Otto von Bismarck
1815–1898



HofI P2P - 

franco-prussian war

started by telegram
resisted by pigeons

the siege of Paris
the government in Tours

35



HofI P2P - 

war again
Zimmerman telegram 

We intend to begin ... unrestricted 
submarine warfare. We shall endeavor 

... to keep the United States neutral. 
In the event of this not succeeding, 
we make Mexico a proposal of alliance

on the following basis: make war 
together, make peace together, 

generous financial support and an
understanding on our part that Mexico is to 
reconquer the lost territory in Texas, New 

Mexico, and Arizona.

received, Mexico, Jan 17, 1917
published March 1, war declared April 6

36
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HofI P2P - 

commercial telegraph

Rothschilds & Napoleonic Wars

Admiral Cochrane
"Napoleon is dead"

Omnium from 26-1/2 to 33

Stendhal
The Telegraph

37

"The telegraph being alike open to all puts the whole community 

upon a par, and will thus 'head off' the most adroit speculators, 

because they will not have the power to monopolize intelligence."

Thomas Cochrane
1775–1860



HofI P2P - 

love on the wires

"Fujino-san and his wife met and 
courted via COARA, and their wedding 
was one of the early bonding vents of 

the community"
—Howard Rheingold, 

The Virtual Community

marriage over the wires
1848: Anecdotes of the Telegraph

prevention & Gretna Green
"what an enemy science is 

to romance and love"38



HofI P2P - 

someone on the line

"as if I had no more feelings than a 

letterbox"

—Henry James, "In the Cage," 1898 

"It's bound to be so unintimate—unless she does not 

consider the postmistress, and I do think surely 

she ought to because it is our postmistress...

 "I should write at once ... I'm not sure I 

shouldn't even telegraph, if it were not for the 

postmistress.

—Bowen, The Last September, 1928

39Elizabeth Bowen
1889–1973

Henry James
1843–1916



HofI P2P - 

-graph to -phone

what and who

40

New York Times,  July 10, 1874

New York Times,  March 22, 1876 New York Times,  Feb 3, 1877



HofI P2P - 

and where

41

Chicago Trib Feb 16, 1874

Chicago Trib July 12, 1874

Chicago Trib Feb 11, 1874

Chicago Trib July 24, 1883



HofI P2P - 

warriors
They adored Mr. Edison as the greatest man of all 

time in every possible department of science, art, 

and philosophy, and execrated Mr. Graham Bell, the 

inventor of the rival telephone, as his Satanic 

adversary; but each of them had, or pretended to 

have) on the brink of completion, an improvement 

on the telephone, usually a new transmitter.  They 

were free-souled creatures, excellent company: 

sensitive, cheerful and profane; liars, braggarts, 

and hustlers; with an air of making slow old 

England hum which never left them even when, as 

often happened, they were wrestling with 

difficulties of their own making, or struggling in 

no-thoroughfares from which they had to be 

retrieved like strayed sheep by Englishmen without 

imagination to go wrong.

—George Bernard Shaw
42

George Bernard Shaw
1856–1950



HofI P2P - 

harmonic telegraph 
& disharmony

1868: duplex (Joseph Stearns)
qadruplex (Thomas Edison)

1876: Valentine's day filing
two hours difference
decades of litigation

March 10 message

Bell: AT&T
Elisha Gray:

Western Electric

the English patent
for want of a nail

"part of the instrument had been screwed down 
for Atlantic crossing...."43

Alexander Graham Bell
1847–1922

Elisha Gray
1835–19091



HofI P2P - 

what?

early uses envisaged for the telephone
broadcasting music

transmitting sermons
broadcasting news

providing wake-up calls
conferring degrees

telephoning in airplanes
political ads

"When offered the Bell patents for 
$100,000 in 1876, Western Union turned 

them down"
-Friedlander

44



HofI P2P - 

and who?

business needs and sociability
"Businessmen relied on letters and 

telegrams, often with complex codes, to 

produce written records of their 

transactions ... voice transmission, 

scratchy and often indistinct, could be an 

adjunct at best"

Claude Fischer, America Calling 1992
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HofI P2P - 

shaping the phone

communication channels
national interest 
private interest

public good

ownership of intellectual property
nationalization (UK telegraph)

public ownership (France, photography)
private monopoly (US, AT&T)

licensing (Xerox, ethernet)
competition 

46



HofI P2P - 

moving to monopoly
early growth

Between 1880 and 1893, growth from 60,000 to 260,000
from 1: 1,000 to 1:250 phones : people

in 1902, roughly 300 companies

but
"When the competing telephone exchange closed in San 
Francisco in 1880, the Bell local raised its charges 
from $40 to $60 a year.  The local manager justified 

the move: ... 'The public always expects to be 
"cinched" when opposing corporatinos consolidate and 

it was too good an opportunity to lose"
—Fischer

long distance control
denial of service

Kellogg conspiracy and other patent fights
47diffusion of telephones and cars. 

1894-1940

The battle was fierce, with spying sabotage, secret 
purchases of competitors, bribery of city officials, 

financial subversion. — Fischer



HofI P2P - 

once again, one voice

"Someday we will build up a world 
telephone system, making necessary to all 
peoples the use of a common language or 

common understanding of languages, which 
will join all the people of the earth 

into one brotherhood. There will be heard 
throughout the earth a great voice coming 

out of the ether which will proclaim, 
'Peace on earth, good will towards men".

—John J. Carty, AT&T, 1891

48



HofI P2P - 

missing link 

exchanges (1878)
modelled on telegraph emergency services

multiple boards & written tickets

switchboard problems
diseconomies of scale [cp Fischer]

grounds for monopoly?
for international cooperation?

Strowger switch (1888-92)
traffic analyses

1903, Malcolm Rorty, traffic probability
49

"if the U.S. telephone 

service had to handle 

the current volume of 

calls solely through 

operator operator-

assisted methods ... 

every female in the 

labor force ... would 

now be working for 

AT&T."

—Daniel Bell, "Social 

Framework of the 

Information Society"
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medium and message

information infrastructure

from telegraph to telephone

expertise and transparency
vs user contribution

controlling the network from the 
center

common carriers

50

Sabin's Express System
San Francisco, 1894



HofI P2P - 

in conclusion

don't get distracted by the 
technology

users
businesses

governments

51


